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Creative Compassionate Education that Empowers and 

Embraces All …Uniting the World in Peace 
 

School Accreditation Evidence - Gold 
Newall Green Primary School Manchester England UK 

 

 
 

A Peace Mala School is committed to placing the vision and message of Peace Mala at the heart-
centre of its values system. There are seven keys areas for action that we require your school to 
provide evidence form in the form below. Please write your evidence in the tables below and 
include photographs. 

 

School Name: Newall Green Primary School  
 

Date of Submission:    May 2021          Award Aimed For: Gold 

 
 

 
 

AREA ONE 
Becoming a Peace Mala School is part of the whole School Development Plan approved by staff 
and the Governing Body. This is shared with the whole school community. During every academic 
year, a chosen year group will study and explore Peace Mala by using the kits and 
educational materials. This encourages Peace Mala continuity in the school curriculum and 
ensures that every pupil will have encountered the message and vision of Peace Mala before 
they leave the school. The school will also share good practice with other schools who are 
members of the global community of Peace Mala. 

Suggested Actions 
Peace Mala is in the School Development Plan. Peace Mala presentation to Governors. Peace 
Mala School Assembly with parents invited. Peace Mala activities explained in Parents Evenings. 
The school has a prominent designated notice board and web pages or newsletter which details 
Peace Mala activities. These activities are reported in assemblies and at Governors’ Meetings as 
well as being regularly communicated to parents and the wider community. View the list of Peace 
Mala schools on our website - join the list and communicate with each other to share good practice. 
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Evidence 
Please provide evidence of school development plan, both photographic and written.  

 

Newall Green has taken a whole school approach to implementing Peace Mala over the 

past 8 years. Our journey started in July 2011 during a meeting with the RE Hub. Over the 

years, several teachers including the late Mr Whitehouse have been dedicated to help 

promote the Peace Mala message within our school whilst also working hard to spread the 

message to other schools.  

 

Over our lengthy partnership we have been involved with 

countless events helping to encourage other schools to join 

by sharing our experiences. In July 2012 Newall Green 

Primary joined the ‘Zambaid’ projects with our cluster 

schools. Over the next 3 years Mr Whitehouse and Amy 

Grundy of Baguley Hall Primary collaborated on further 

plans to help continue the Peace Mala message by passing 

on the symbolic Peace Dove number 2 to share with the 

schools in Zambia. Upon returning she shared her 

experience with the children in our school and we continued 

to work together for some years afterward.  

  

In 2015 we were able to take the Peace Mala message along to a group of children in North 

Cyprus as part of World Children’s Day Celebrations. Throughout this we were able to 

organise many workshops that have reflected diversity and celebrated differences 

promoting our hope for Peace. Furthermore, we have been lucky enough to sponsor one of 

the 14 symbolic doves during a Spring festival. In respect of the outreach programme with 

other schools we have currently initiated a communication with Sunrise Academy in 

Florida.  

  

Sarah Rudd Head Teacher at Newall Green Primary:   

"Attempting to become a Peace Mala School has provided amazing opportunities for 

our pupils and staff; special faith celebration days, inspiring guest speakers and 

special honoured guests who watched our performances. We have made many 

fantastic links with our Peace Mala 

work too and had once in a life time 

experiences; including our 

participation of the Bathing of The 

Buddha celebrations at the Fo Guang 

Shan Buddhist Temple and Truce 

Workshops at Gorton Monastery”.   

  

The Peace Mala initiative is shared with 

Governors and underpins the 

infrastructure of school and school policy. 
New school website 
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Governors are kept informed during regular Governing body meetings about any events 

and opportunities. Updates are also sent to parents from the school notifying them of all the 

work the children and the school are involved in relating to Peace Mala through our 

website and school Facebook page. Peace Mala is included in the policy making process 

within school. For example, this year children have been given the opportunity to voice 

concerns about mental health and issues such as domestic violence through the media of 

Miss Kay, an imaginary person who facilitates catharsis.  

 

Whole school and ‘BIG BANG’ events have also been held 

historically which celebrate a variety of diverse faiths and 

belief systems. One of these links has been a 

new connection we have created with the 

local Sharston Menorah. These week or day long 

events continue to build upon the foundation created in the 

past, whereby we develop connections with parents and the 

wider community by opening up and inviting them in to 

celebrate this diversity with us as a hub of our local community.   

 

During the Covid-19 pandemic we have taken many steps to 

keep the Peace Mala message alive. We have since adapted a 

new school website in which the Peace Mala co-ordinators 

(Mrs Collighan and Miss Connolly) can regularly update. We also have been able to set 

tasks on our online learning 

platforms such as Microsoft Teams 

and Tapestry. Every staff member 

has their own Peace Mala bracelet 

to wear as part of daily work 

uniform and each classroom also 

has their own bracelet on 

display as visual reminder to every 

pupil of the Peace Mala message 

and commitments.   

 

 Since gaining our accreditation in 

June 2013, Peace Mala has 

remained at the heart of our school  

 

 

ethos, 

weaving throughout our mission statement and school 

behaviour policy. This was to help establish and show 

the importance of Peace Mala in our school and to 

hopefully inspire others.   

Over the past years we have chosen to work with our  

School Mission Statement 

School council creating their 

Peace Mala bracelets 

Breaking Challah bread 

with Frank 
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year 6 children to study the meaning of Peace Mala. Our aims were to be able to give them 

the confidence on their journey into high school with the right messages allowing them to 

make the right choices and spread this to others who need it. We have encouraged the 

children to follow the golden rules implemented in our behaviour policy throughout their 

lives. However, during the Covid-19 pandemic where unity is needed, Miss Connolly and 

Mrs Collighan have chosen to work alongside Miss Jones with the school council to select 2 

children from each year group to be our peace mala ambassadors. These children are 

responsible for spreading the message across school and supporting fellow students. The 

Peace Mala message ‘Treat others as you would wish them to treat you’ has been at the 

core of this pandemic in which we have held several events to keep spirits up. Events have 

included Mrs Perry’s wings of hope displays on the school fence during lockdown for 

children to pin messages of hope and stay connected with the school community, lighting 

up our school with lights and many more activities spreading the ever so important 

message. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

AREA TWO 
 

By engaging with Peace Mala the school is committed to education for global citizenship through 
the promotion of understanding, respect, friendship, tolerance and peace between all communities, 
cultures and enlightened, compassionate faiths. Peace Mala promotes and encourages 
community cohesion. 

Suggested Actions 
Lessons and activities on Peace Mala are part of the school curriculum. School assemblies focusing 
on the Golden Rule. 

Evidence 
Please provide evidence of Peace Malas made and worn by pupils and staff, both photographic, 

and/or video film and written.  
 

As a school we have continued to use the PATHS® (Promoting 

Alternative Thinking Strategies) Curriculum but have now 

implemented a new program called Dimensions which again 

ensures we meet all of the statutory requirements for health and 

wellbeing and relationships. Children have found it easy to 

access with and recent scrutinises have documented fantastic 

examples of children’s work which show how they are engaging 

with the areas.  
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During the lessons, children are taught to recognise and 

describe feelings, understanding that all feelings are okay 

but some feelings are comfortable like being happy or 

excited and other 

feelings are 

uncomfortable like 

being anxious or 

annoyed. Every day a child is chosen randomly in each class 

to be the 'PATHS Pupil of the Day.' This child wears a 

special badge and is given important jobs to do during the 

day. At the end of the day, compliments are given to this 

child by children and staff in their class. This is then sent 

home for the child’s caregiver to add a compliment, which comes back to school and 

shared with the class and placed onto the Peace Mala display.  

  

Through our SMSC curriculum the children explore prejudice. The children learn about 

differences through looking at examples and discussing terms such as stereotyping, racism, 

prejudice, ethnicity and ethnic pride. All of these messages are reinforced by the Golden 

Rule of the Peace Mala. The lesson that we teach the children is that it is very important to 

respect themselves, others and belongings and this is emphasised through our new Peace 

Commitments; We Love, We are Compassionate, We Respect, We Forgive, We are 

Tolerant and We are Patient. These replaced 

our old Golden Rules and then we went on to 

replace our old behaviour certificate with a 

new peace commitments certificate which ensures the children’s adherence to the peace 

commitments are more explicit. The award shows each peace commitment individually so 

that children know exactly why have they have received the award and what peace 

commitment they have demonstrated. This is a whole school initiative and ensures that 

every child in the school knows that the reward and sanction policy reflect the Peace Mala 

golden message of ‘Treat others as they wish to be treated’. 

  

An important lesson for the children is to 

understand that as children they have 

rights, but they also have responsibilities. In 

lessons, the children are taught all about 

the special rights that they have as children 

and they are encouraged to think of the 

responsibilities that come with this. This helps 

them to understand that as well as having right 

they, and children all over the world, also have 

to be responsible for their actions. As a school we have used the Peace Mala as a tool to 

Peace Mala behaviour certificate 

Saying goodbye to our Year 6 pupils 

during lockdown 

Our PATHS badge designed 

and worn by the children 

One example of our Peace Mala displays 
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AREA THREE 
 

By using Peace Mala in the classroom, the school supports human rights and helps prevent 
bullying and all forms of prejudice. 

Suggested Actions 
Holocaust Memorial Day, Show Racism the Red Card, Anti-bullying policy, Presentation by Hate 
Crime Police Officer, Playground and Lunchtime 'buddies', Junior Peace Mala Ambassadors,  Be a 
Peace Mala friend for the day,  
The school does not need to engage with all of the above.  We would, however, expect them to engage with 
at least two anti-bullying initiatives over the space of a year. 

Evidence 
Please provide newspaper articles, and photographic and written evidence.  

 

 
Newall Green is a community of 

around 720 children and adults. 

We ask the children to be mindful 

of the prejudice that surrounds 

certain faiths and culture in the 

world and we need to work to stop 

this. As the Peace Mala warns ‘the 

voices of intolerance are all around 

us. The voice of tolerance needs to 

be louder.’ This is a message we 

share with other peace mala schools in our area. A stand out activity during the pandemic 

each time we returned to school has been a worry box where the children are encouraged 

to share their worries knowing that they will be read and shared with grown-ups who can 

offer support.  

 

The Early Years team and key worker children welcomed their friends back into school with 

a homemade banner and posters celebrating the end of lockdown. During lockdown we 

have carried out many activities to support our local community and promote the 

universal symbol of peace; which has been a rainbow. People know that when they see this 

image they are reminded of hope, peace and serenity. 

More significantly, rainbows are often seen after a 

rainstorm when the sun breaks through the clouds so 

this provided us with a powerful and important message 

which we wanted to convey. The message of peace was 

incorporated throughout planning of activities for key 

worker children during lockdown. Staff and children 

were coming into school during a very emotional and 

frightening time. Staff tried their very best to provide 

activities which would uplift the children and take their mind of their worries. For example, 

we created posted supporting local NHS workers, wrote letters to the elderly 
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community which enabled citizenship to be modelled and taught to the children as they 

reached out and provided a lifeline for some of the lonely and more dependent members of 

the community.  

 

Over the pandemic staff members also spent time reading stories and sending messages to 

the children over the school Facebook page to stay connected. We have also created many 

different displays on our school fences to uplift spirits during the pandemic; originally we 

had created a display representing angel wings. The children wrote down their messaged of 

hope at home then visited school on their daily walks to add and take photographs with 

them to share with the school community. The display was then changed over the 

Christmas period where we added lights across the 

school grounds and each class left a Christmas 

message to passers-by. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lighting up the school grounds 

Our poem to the children during 

the first lockdown: 

https://fb.watch/5q68Uhtwxx/  

 

Angel wings created on the front 

gates for children to add to 

https://fb.watch/5q68Uhtwxx/
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The famous rainbow symbol is also recognised profoundly within 

the LGBTQ community. We have recently had training through Stonewall which has 

allowed us to become aware and respectful of people's diversity and rights. The Early 

Years team celebrated this through role-play by creating a display showing the children that 

all families are different. The children then created their own family portraits celebrating all 

different types of families. Children felt comfortable learning and sharing their own 

situations in a supportive environment.  

  

The Early Years Foundation Stage aged children have 

the 

chance to link their learning in their role 

play areas and their learning is linked 

various points of the years to the 

different celebrations and events 

around the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

world. Our aim is to highlight and 

celebrate both cultural differences and 

similarities in order to challenge all 

forms of prejudice and stereotyping. 

The children look at children around 

Some of the many activities carried out during 

the Covid-19 pandemic during lockdown 

Keeping the children connected 

throughout lockdown 
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the world who do not have basic human rights. Stay and Play 

activities are also held throughout the year celebrating different 

events. For example, during the topic ‘People who 

help us’ the children have received visits from nurses and doctors who 

have talked about 

staying healthy.  

  

As with most schools we have an anti- bullying policy and bullying is a lesson that is taught 

in each year group through lessons. In relation to this we have friendship stops, Peace Pals 

(who offer friendship and support in the playground) and can engage with at playtimes. This 

year for anti-bullying week the theme was ‘united against bullying’ although we could not 

celebrate this as a whole school, we were still able to do activities as a class. Children 

were encouraged to draw/write the part they were going to play against bullying which led 

to a whole school display being collated. An annual poster competition was held with 

Manchester Healthy Schools and pictures were 

taken and shared with the school 

website. In Early Years we shared a lovely 

story for anti-bullying week called 

‘The Smeds and the Smoos- by Julia 

Donaldson’ which discussed the themes 

around prejudice in    a child friendly 

way and taught the children that love 

conquers all despite appearance and 

apparent differences.   

  

 

Human rights are integral in school life here at Newall Green. Staff undertake Adverse 

Childhood Experiences (ACE’s) training to support children in school. For example, Miss 

Kay (previously mentioned). Staff also undergo PREVENT training which aims to safeguard 

vulnerable children from being radicalised to support terrorism. We are also in the process 

of applying for our Nurture Award as part of Nurture UK where we show we are dedicated 

to improving the mental health and wellbeing of children through interventions supporting 

them with social, emotional and mental health needs and reducing exclusions. This is done 

by our team in the alternative provision unit to ensure that children are given the same 

opportunities and are free from prejudice amongst their peers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of our anti-bullying displays in EYFS 

An example of the Stonewall posters 

displayed around school 
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AREA FOUR 
 

Peace Mala encourages the school to raise awareness of issues of global interdependence and 
encourages active compassion by learners that will lead to positive changes locally and globally. 

Suggested Actions 
Red Nose Day, Children in Need, Teddies4Tragedy, UNICEF day for change, One World Week, 
ActionAid, World Vision, Cafod, SCIAF/TROCAIRE, Christian Aid, Muslim Aid, World Jewish Relief 
The school does not need to engage with all of the above. We would, however, expect them to work with at 
least two humanitarian NGOs over the space of a year. 

Evidence 
Please provide newspaper articles, and photographic and written evidence.  

 

As a school we regularly give to charities. We raise money through a variety of means 

including own clothes days and it is a wonderful way to get the children involved and give 

them a deeper understanding of how we can be compassionate and work towards making 

both local and global positive changes. We often have visitors in to talk about their charities, 

to explain to the children what they are about and how they can help. The children have 

learnt all about people and organisations that have made a difference to the world. This 

involved learning about numerous charities, their founders and numerous people who have 

helped to make the world a better place through raising money, charities, technology, 

science etc. We also have links with the different places of worship and faith leaders in the 

community and beyond. We have regularly contact with other faith communities' leaders 

such as Pam Edris and Caroline Hewitt.   

 

Recently during the pandemic despite limitations and restrictions we have continued to 

raise money for good causes. For example, we raised money for Kidscan over Christmas 

where raised money for Cancer Research charities by walking and running distances which 

were submitted to our office staff. In total we completed 1778 miles between us as a school 

and raised £782 for this worthwhile charity. We also carried out some NHS fundraising to 

support our NHS heroes who have supported us throughout the pandemic. We also carried 

out a Jingle Bell Jog where all children and staff wore Christmas jumpers to walk and jog 

around the school grounds to raise money. 
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At Newall Green the children aren’t fortunate enough to travel to different countries, to 

address this we have special days which look at the various countries and continents 

around the world and have enjoyed learning about their cultures, dress, food, languages 

etc. The children have tasted food 

from around the world and have 

explored where countries are in 

relation to England. The children then 

take part in special assemblies to 

share what they have learnt about 

their country with the different year 

groups to make sure we have vast 

coverage.  

 

  

We have a group of children whom 

we’ve dubbed ‘The Charity Angels’ led by 

one of our TA’s and local Labour 

councillors Mary Monaghan. These 

group of children, each term decides on 

a charity they are going to support, 

they create posters and share 

information about each charity in 

assemblies which this year have been 

online. We also shown active 

compassion through our collaboration 

with our friends at Gorton Monastery. The Head Boy and Head Girl went to Gorton 

Monastery to represent Newall Green Primary School. This was a celebration presided over 

by Reverend David Grey to unveil the Manchester Bee which was a universal 

of Peace created by the children and staff as part of the Manchester Art and Peace Trail in 

Manchester. This was an award-winning Bee in the City event, 50 Windows of Creativity 

transformed Manchester into an innovative art gallery taking you on a colourful, inspiring 

and safe journey around the city centre.   

This was shared on the local and regional news to promote Peace and collaboration across 

Manchester Schools. This was a whole school project as children were asked to create a 

design from which one would be selected to go on to represent the 

school and be part of the gallery and presentation to the public. 

We also took the head boy and girl to Gorton Monastery for a 

celebration to unveil the Manchester Bee.  

 

For 3 months in 2019, we asked the children and staff to donate items 

they no longer needed, books, jewellery, toiletries and gifts. The 

children then priced them and sold them. We asked the other 

children what play equipment they would like to buy, with the 

Our Peace Mala inspired Manchester Bee now 

situated in our Mr Whitehouse Reflection Corner 
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money raised. We bought craft items, balls, ropes and hoops. 

 

In July 2019 we had a cake sale for Macmillan Cancer based at 

Wythenshawe Hospital. We raised £75. The fundraisers made 

posters and asked for 

cake donations. We 

walked to the hospital to meet Debbie from the unit. 

We had a tour around the unit where patients meet 

for help and advice, we also met some patients who 

told us about their treatment and they allowed the 

children to ask questions.  

 

In October 2019, we invited a doctor from 
Wythenshawe Hospital to talk to us about the harms 
and risks around smoking. He did an assembly. He 
then asked us to design a poster to show the harms 
of smoking to hospital patients and visitors, the best 
3 from over 100 entries, were chosen to be displayed 
around the hospital. 
We also did some fundraising for the Lung Unit. We 
raised £150 by decorating biscuits and selling home- 

 
 
 

 
made cards and books, we were invited to present the cheque and see the winning posters 
around the hospital. We were featured in the local newspaper.  
 
 
 
 
 
In December 2019 we were invited to the Firbank pub to serve Christmas lunch to members 
of the Wythenshawe Good Neighbours Group. We served a three-course meal to 40 older 
residents and then sat and talked to 
them about their lives and they asked us 
about our lives. The children did an 
assembly and told the stories to the rest of 
the school. As part of our commitment to 
Manchester’s Age Friendly Charter, 
every few months we write letters to 
older members of our community and 
send Christmas cards and send 
drawings to them. 
 
Tree of Life. We raise money all year 

round for The Tree of Life Charity. They 
bring in books and small soft toys and 

Our Charity Angels raising money 

Wythenshawe Hospital 

Our feature in the local Newspaper showing our posters 

Selling donated items 

to raise money 
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the children sell them at break time. We usually raise £100 per year. We have regular trips 
here to meet the staff and volunteers and decide on the items we wish to take and sell on 
their behalf. We also support their food bank with donations the group collect from their 
families. 
 
In March 2020, 12 of our girls from Y5 took part, virtually, in International Women’s Day. 
They wrote a short paragraph about their mums who were on the front line during the CV 
response. They read their tributes to their mums to over 100 women and sang ‘I am 
Woman’ by Helen Reddy.  

 

In December 2020, we decided to raise money for the baby unit at Wythenshawe Hospital. 
We put jars in every class, our theme was ‘small change for small babies’ 
The children and staff brought in small change. We collected £363. The children count the 
money and are responsible for its safe keep. We will be invited to meet the staff there when 
it is safe. We met them on a virtual team meeting. 
 
We are currently raising money for new plants for our 
peace garden at school in memory of our much 
loved and greatly missed teacher, Mr Whitehouse.  
We have used our jars again, our message is 
‘pennies for plants’  
After Easter, the children will count the money and 
research suitable plants, then when purchased, we will 
plant them. We were also successful in our 

application for 300 sunflower seeds were delivered 
recently.  
 
All our charities and how we raise money for them, are decided by the Charity Champions 
in our weekly after school club. They research the charities and make a diary of our work. 
They design posters, count money, write letters, hold assemblies and when possible visit 
our chosen local charity. 

 

 

 
 

Visiting the members of 

Wythenshawe Good Neighbours 

Group 

Raising money for Tree of Life 

Donating money to MacMillan Cancer Charity 
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AREA FIVE 
 

Peace Mala encourages the celebration of cultural, racial and religious diversity through art, 
music, drama and dance. 

Suggested Actions 
Special assemblies to celebrate cultural and religious festivals. Celebrate One World Week. Links 
with local faith and cultural communities including churches, mosques, synagogues, gurdwaras and 
temples.  Links with local Inter-Faith group. Cultural school links with schools in Developing 
Countries through the British Council.   
The school does not need to engage with all of the above. We would, however, expect them to work with at 
least two initiatives over the space of a year. 

Evidence 
Please provide evidence both photographic and written.  

 

Over the years we have worked with other schools as part of our peace mala commitment. 

During the experience we have taken part of a number of projects and each school has 

taken it in turn to host teachers and pupils from the other schools. We are enjoying 

collecting cultural information about the participating countries, learning to communicate in 

a foreign language and become more tolerant towards different cultures.  

 

During the pandemic explicit celebrations have not taken place for obvious reasons. We are 

hoping that when regain some normality we will then begin planning and collaborating with 

other schools in the area, and further afield. We have however, provided online 

opportunities for children to experience and celebrate cultural and religious festivals. For 

example, we have developed and trained staff on how to successfully navigate the new 

online learning platforms across school. In Early Years we use ‘Tapestry’ to stay connected 

with parents and pupils to facilitate this. In Key Stage 1 and 2 we use Microsoft Teams. We 

have planned and executed events for celebrations such as Chinese New Year, Tu 

B'Shevat (Judaism), Nirvana Day (Buddhism), Shrove Tuesday, Ash Wednesday and 

Easter.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Carrying on religious festivals throughout lockdown.  

Our online activities and children enjoying   Tu B’Shevat and Chinese New Year. 
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addition to this, in May 2021 we have participated on the Mother Tongue, One Tongue 

Initiative, officially endorsed by Malala Yousafzai, Youngest Nobel Peace prize Winner and 

Education Activist. Mother Tongue entries will be in two parts. Children who do not have 

English as a first language, or who speak a different language at home will submit a 

creative poem or song from their mother tongue in any language other than English. This 

can be an original, creative piece or a poem or song that is ‘remembered’ – i.e. something 

the pupil recalls or has been told by a relative. The second part of the Mother Tongue entry 

is a short explanation of the inspiration behind the piece, where it comes from and why it is 

important to the person submitting it. Another Tongue entry should be an original poem 

written in a language learned at school and not the first language of the person writing it. At 

Newall Green, entries are being submitted in French, German, Spanish, Italian, Arabic, 

Urdu and Mandarin.  

 

As part of our commitment to climate action and One World Week we have established an 

eco-council who meet online and have responsibilities for ensuring our school is eco-

friendly and can educate others on sustainability. Staff training has also taken place to 

ensure that we utilise our outdoor spaces to educate children and sustainable farming and 

caring for our environment in the current climate. Fair Trade have also taken place to 

educate children about the interest of farmers around the world who grow our food. In Early 

Years as part of the Statutory framework we learn about caring for our environment and 

have recently established 2 growing areas where the children can learn about growth and 

have the opportunity to engage in practical hands-on activities. 

  

As mentioned earlier we still have 

good connections with Sharston 

Synagogue and this continues to be part 

of the curriculum. We have recently 

adopted a new whole school 

curriculum which establishes a 

system to ensure that faith and 

culture is celebrated and explored and 

is woven throughout. This includes 

several visits to places of worship and 

year groups each focus on festivals 

which are of interest to them. The 

Headteacher, Peace Mala team and RE team then monitor all festivals which have been 

recognised and discussed to ensure that all religions and celebrations have the same 

consistency. Each celebration is linked back to the Peace Mala bracelet and its symbolism.  

 

 

 

 
 

Year 3 visiting Sharston Synagogue learning 

about the Torah Scrolls 
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AREA SIX 
 

With Peace Mala the school actively promotes environmental sustainability, healthy eating,  
and respect for all animals and wildlife. 

Suggested Actions 
Eco School, Greenpeace, Healthy Eating and Peace Mala Rainbow Foods (as part of the Schools 
Healthy Eating Initiative), School Eco Council,   
RSPCA, WWF Donkey Sanctuary, Four Paws, RSPB, IFAW. 
The school does not need to engage with all of the above.  We would, however, expect them to work with at 
least one green initiative, one school healthy eating initiative and one animal NGO over the space of a year. 

Evidence 
Please provide both photographic and written evidence, Eco flag, Schools Healthy Eating 

Certificate. 
 
 

At Newall Green, the children and teachers are encouraged to work on the promotion and 

understanding of the concept of peace both locally and nationally. Environmental 

sustainability plays a large part in our school life as is evidenced by our Eco Award. The 

Eco-council continue to develop our amazing outdoor areas at our school that we fully 

engage with in our lessons and the children are always reminded to take care of the 

environment and be respectful of the animals and living things around us. The whole school 

is involved in planting and growing their own seeds, and then using the food they produce 

in our school kitchen. This has now been extended down to EYFS.  

 

The children have lessons on 

Healthy Eating during Dimensions 

lessons and through various 

science topics across the school. They 

learn all about food groups, benefits of 

each group and how to produce a 

healthy plate of food. The hot 

lunches provided by the school 

kitchen are also nutritious and well 

balanced. As a school we 

participate in Healthy Schools Week and 

have a Gold Healthy Schools Award 

where we ensure we monitor the 

children’s diets and provide children with new and healthy choices. 

We also have a school nurse who is invited into classrooms to 

discuss these topics with the children which includes: dental 

hygiene, personal health and hygiene, sex education all of 

which have been particularly important during the current pandemic 

I.e. hand washing and sanitising. He also discussed 

children’s reactions to the pandemic and made them feel safe 

and support upon returning to school. During the Covid-19 

Collecting our Healthy Schools Gold Award 
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pandemic as a school we provided free school packed lunches and grab bags for families 

with low-income to ensure that all pupils were not hungry and going without. 

 

 

 

 

 

Also, during this time, we have not been able 

to carry out visits or have external visitors. 

However, to ensure the children are still 

learning about how to care for animals we overcame this by sending the children links to 

Chester Zoo’s webinars where staff 

introduced the children to different animals 

around the zoo and how they are cared for. 

Prior to lockdown we invited adults into school to promote the health care and welfare of 

pets and animals. The dogs trust regularly came into school to educate children on looking 

after animals at home. We encouraged visits to different year groups from a parent who 

looked after reptiles and creatures, children were encouraged to handle these animals 

sensitively and were educated on how to react and support these creatures.   

 

We do regular litter picks in and around school, with Wythenshawe Waste Warriors, we 

were successful in our bid for litter pick equipment from a local security business who came 

to school to meet the children who had bid for the equipment.  

 

As mentioned earlier, we have an eco-council with three representatives from each year 

group in KS2 (12 councillors all together). The eco-councillors are responsible for turning off 

lights, emptying the recycling bins, turning off equipment when not in use (such as the 

whiteboard), making sure taps are turned off and that class plants are watered. They are 

also expected to remind their peers not to litter and to work with the eco-council by 

attending events such as the Youth Climate Action 

Conference with Manchester Youth Council. The conference has 

been postponed this year (2021) but we have attended for the 

previous three years. 

 
We are in the process of developing a Climate Change 

Policy, which aims to reduce our carbon footprint in line with the 

Greater Manchester Council's aim to move carbon neutral. 

One of the main aims is to move away from plastics. Some of the 

strategies that will be introduced include promoting the use of 

multi-use resources such as reusable water bottles 

and moving our staff, pupils and contractors away 

from single-use plastics. Each class should have a 

Children and staff visiting 

Manchester Central to support 

Climate Change 

Introducing the children to healthy foods 

Providing healthy options for the children at lunch 

time 
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paper recycling bin and a plastic recycling bin.  

We are working with pupils and teachers to 

develop our outdoor learning areas. We have 

already made planters for years 1, 2 and 3. We 

also have a log store to allow us to season 

fallen logs from around our grounds and then 

use these as fuel for our fire. Nursery and 

Reception have a digging and planting areas 

but you will be able to explain more about how 

these are used. We have a weekly gardening 

club for KS2, which is run by myself and 

Sophie Tait. This has been cancelled this year, 

due to Covid but will be reinstated as soon as 

we are able.  

 

Assuming that Covid would not have impacted 

us, we would have continued the camping 

nights to allow pupils to improve their cultural 

capital. We camp in the central garden and 

the children assemble tents, eat camp 

food, tell stories around a campfire, toast 

marshmallows, explore the school grounds at night and use a telescope to stargaze. 

 

 
 

AREA SEVEN 
 

With Peace Mala the school encourages Peace Education by forming a School Peace Council and 
engaging in peace activities. 

Suggested Actions 
School Peace Council. Celebrate UN International Day of Peace. Make a school peace garden 
with prayer tree or labyrinth. Lessons in mindfulness/meditation/stilling exercises (see guide to 
the Peace Mala). Peace Mala Pilgrimage. Using the Peace Mala to pray for world peace (Peace 
Mala booklet of Peace Prayers).  
The school does not need to engage with all of the above.  We would, however, expect them to work with at 
least two peace initiatives 
 
 

 

Staff and pupils engaging in outdoor learning 
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Evidence 
Please provide newspaper articles, and photographic and written evidence.  

 
At the front of our school, we still have a large Peace Mala bird and in our school hall two 

large Peace Mala birds and the peace mala logo (all created by the children) which children 

love as they are extremely striking. They are used as visual reminders for the children; 

showing them the expectations that we have as they enter the school building. Peace 

Education continues to be overseen by our School Peace Council, during the pandemic this 

has been an amalgamation of Peace Pals and student council. 

Meetings have been carried out online and actions plans have been 

established to tackle how to continue to promote the message of 

peace during current restrictions.   

 

Over lockdown as part of Children’s Mental Health week we 

assigned yoga activities for all children. We were aware that a lot of 

children were struggling during this new lockdown so we 

thought yoga would be a good activity for them to practise 

mindfulness each day. Resources were uploaded to online 

learning platforms and the children were able to upload photos 

of themselves to share with others. Staff were also given the 

opportunity to be a part of online yoga classes via zoom to ensure that their mental 

wellbeing was being supported through the ‘head to toe challenge’.    

 

As staff we have recently been trained in the nurture programme to enable children to have 

strategies in place to create peace in school through various activities. 

The nurture programme runs in conjunction with the Boxall Profile Assessment and is 

underpinned by non-judgemental and accepting attitudes. The approach consists of the 6 

principles of nurture which all lead to promoting peace across school by supporting 

individuals with managing their feelings and behaviour. We teach the children to become 

the best that they can possibly be.  

  

We are currently in the process of renovating and 

maintaining our Peace Garden as mentioned 

earlier. The Charity Champions have created a poster 

which has been shared with the wider community to 

ask for donations so we 

can replant 

and rejuvenate the 

Peace Garden 

area which was 

created in 

remembrance of Sam Whitehouse. This project is a school 

and community project which was close to everybody’s heart 

Poster to raise money for our Peace 

Garden made by our Charity Angels 
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here at Newall Green and is a place where staff congregate and reflect on Peace Mala as 

well as Sam. It is often where we say Goodbye to members of staff that are leaving us and 

maintaining it is a shared activity that is very meaningful to us all. 

 

Across school we encourage children to reflect upon our Peace Commitments. For 

example, to help support mental health we 

use a range of strategies. We have a tree of 

positivity where children are encouraged to 

write messages beginning with ‘I can or I am’ 

to help promote growth mindset. Each leaf 

can be found easily using class colours and 

is used as a distraction/reminder of what 

makes them happy when they are feeling 

overwhelmed.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Thank you for completing your Accreditation Self-Evaluation Form!  
As soon as we receive this it will be sent to our Board of Trustees and Educational Advisors 

for approval. 
 

We look forward to you joining our growing family of Peace Mala Accredited Schools. 

 
 

PEACE MALA Registered Office - 122 Clydach Road, Morriston, Swansea SA6 6QB, Wales UK  
Tel: +44 (0) 1792 774225 • E-mail: info@peacemala.org.uk  

 

 

Some strategies used to support 

mindfulness here at Newall Green. 

mailto:info@peacemala.org.uk

